
LCA, Eco Chic and supremacy of what is “natural” 

Reflections on the popular perceptions of what are ecological textile choices.  

 
 
An examination of three surveys of literature reveals that ecological strategies in the clothing 
industry are as follows:  
- impact results as identified by available life cycle analysis (LCA) of textiles/clothes;  
- recommendations made by people involved in the accountability of the industry;  
- the philosophical aspect behind natural products valorisation.  
 
A review of some ten LCA reports bearing on frequently up kept body products (clothing), 
reveals a net environmental advantage for synthetic fibres. These results are upgraded when 
taking into account the following data: physical and chemical properties of materials, also 
demographic, geographic and temporal aspects.  
 
On the other hand, a large number of the recent literature on Eco Chic (Black 2008, earth pledge 
2007, Fletcher 2008, Hethorn & Ulasewicz 2008, Oakes 2007) abounds with partial and rarely 
measured approaches in which the stream of consequences escapes good intentions. A census of 
keywords referring to nature concepts or elements (algae, biodegradation, milk, non-chemical, 
biological, renewable, soy), the recent media adventure of bamboo, and typical images (fields, 
sky, cotton, leaf), serve to reinforce a shared perception in our society. The latter reveals a 
techno-phobia with regards to big industry and synthetic fibres notwithstanding the context of 
their use.  
 
To what environmental philosophical stand (Cronon 1995, Des Jardins 1995, Jamieson 2001) do 
we relate these general perceptions associated with “worthiness of the natural” and how can we 
reconcile these apparently opposing points of view? 
 
This presentation fits in the USAGE/ÉCOCONCEPTION research programme. These studies are 
specifically aimed at: the evaluation of eco-conception tools and strategies, the critical analysis 
of product development practices and the influence of product use attitudes and habits on 
environmental impacts. They are carried out by researchers from the Laboratoire écodesign de 
l’Université de Montréal.  
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The history of published textile LCAs (life cycle analysis) has seen a regular trend since 1993. 
The comparison in 2005 of four related LCAs underlined clearly (Franklin, Kalliala, Marks & 
Spencer, Pin) the predominant environmental cost (above 70%) of the washing phase of articles 
worn near the body; would they be T-shirts, underwear or bed sheets.. This first group of LCAs 
also reflects the two generic fibres most worn by man worldwide; cotton and polyester at 40% 
each. Already, the possible lower impacts of polyester emerged in the Kallialia study of hotel 
lingerie. 
 
Several other textile LCAs, mostly published in the last five years, by the diversity of their aims 
and of their functional units (FU), bring more information to the discussion concerning natural / 
synthetic environmental properties. 
 
An early one (ETSA) compares three reusable surgical gowns (a 50% cotton - 50% polyester + 
fluorocarbon finish; a 100% polyester micro fibres + fluorocarbon finish; a laminate of woven 
polyester / Gore-Tex PTFE) with two disposable ones (a non woven polyester + fluorocarbon 
finish; a laminate of non woven polyester / polyethylene). It concludes that in “best and worst 
case scenarios compared for each gown (…) reusable gowns have lower environmental impacts 
than disposable ones in the categories measured with the exception of the 50% - 50% 
cotton/polyester mix which uses more water over its life cycle than any of the others (…and) also 
does poorly on global warming potential. The clear environmental winner (…is) the 100% 
polyester (microfiber) despite its fluorocarbon finish.”  
 
A thesis by Lisbeth Dahllöf focuses on an original FU (three different fabrics for a sofa: a 100% 
cotton; a 85% wool with 15% polyamide; a 100% Trevira® (polyester) CS). This FU is useful 
for the discussion as it introduces industrial animal breeding in the matrix of natural materials. 
This scenario, where cleaning is non relevant, “gave lower impact scores to the polyester type of 
fabric, [even if] the production phase was by far the most impacting.” Dahllöf also underlines the 
impact of using genetically engineered (GE) cotton as being unresolved.  
 
A specialised study of 2006 (ACTECO) compares, instead of products, two finishing processes 
for textile protection against oil and water by two finishing processes (one wet traditional process 
and an alternative technology of plasma treatment on two samples: PET and PET/cotton). The 
issue again might surprise as “plasma innovative processes have a lower environmental impact 
compared to traditional wet ones to obtain the same surface functionality (…) in energy and 
water consumption, as well as air emissions.” 
 
Not only can generic fibres be compared but also processes need to be in the natural / technical 
discussion. 
 
A well-known ADEME study focussing on jeans confirms the acute impacts of its Usage-
Washing phase in a scientific and graphically coded document, aimed at the general public. It is 



ironical than such an arch democratic and international piece of clothing would possibly 
constitute the heaviest apparel item for environment, as its deep colouration and fancy aging 
processes are also scrutinised. 
 
CELC Masters of Linen have also come up with an analysis that compared linen and cotton 
shirts. Their promotional communiqué chooses five significant indicators out of twelve studied 
and supports equivocal conclusions: usage of electricity superior for linen (ironing!); greenhouse 
gas effects being comparable, water usage, eutrophication and toxic emissions being less. 
 
As with other hydrophilic fibres of promise like hemp, washing is an intensive impact phase and 
their extraction from the stalks is labour intensive. Surprisingly, new processes of promise for 
extraction use GE enzymes technologies. The fortune of bamboo popularity is touching as the 
general public, not informed about the rayon production characteristics, could not let go of such 
a wonderful natural “saviour” material, compared with standard cotton. This group, susceptible 
of large mono culture, also suggests a look at land occupation and comparable productivity of 
different textile fibres, as Sara Kadolph documents for 1996: wool: 62 kg/ha; cotton: 300 to 800 
even 1100 kg/ha; flax: 800 to 1150 kg/ha; and: cellulose (for rayon) 1500 kg/ha (northern 
spruce) to 3000 kg/ha (Brazilian eucalyptus). One would also want to know the figures for hemp, 
ramie, kapok, bamboo, nettles, soya, etc. 
 
Finally, the very hot subject of “nappies” has been analysed in 2005 by the Environmental 
Agency in UK. It was refined in 2008 and brings thought to our vernacular conceptions and 
habits. Considering the needs of one child over 2½ years, the detailed study, based on updated 
primary data, concludes that: “the environmental impacts of using shaped reusable nappies can 
be higher or lower than using disposables, depending on how they are laundered. The report 
shows that, in contrast to the use of disposable nappies, it is consumers’ behaviour after purchase 
that determines most of the impacts from reusable nappies and the winning recipe for reusable 
as: line drying; A+ rated washing appliances; washing below 60 degrees; with full loads; and 
reusing nappies on other children. 
 
As a summary of the textile LCA useful hints, one notices that usage and production are the 
heavy impact phases on environment. Logically, one could think that the textile eco-designer 
would aim toward use phases representing less than 50% of total impacts, before promoting long 
term utilisation. Also, some synthetic fibres, sophisticated processes and GE technologies are 
shown to present advantages. LCA on organic textiles and GE cotton need to be brought here in 
the discussion. 
 
I am persuaded that the reading of textile LCAs gives a sense of the consecutive steps and links 
leading toward the large impact categories denounced in popular media. It also raises doubts 
about the ultimate adequacy of natural materials and processes and will help open a renewed 
discussion of strategic actions towards environment. This analytical method seems to suffer from 
prejudice though, as two commentaries by dedicated scientific textile authors show about its 
usefulness and information for textile decision makers: « expectations on LCA are (…) simple 
answers to environmental dilemmas and the result (is) often as incomprehensible (…) unless one 
knows how to interpret (Mowbray)." « A full life-cycle analysis of a product is an involved 



process. Unfortunately, much of the information is conflicting, misleading or missing so that the 
total picture is not clear.» (Kadolph). 
 
The looming impacts on the ecosphere have stimulated research in design and Eco Chic in 
particular. The Riikamaria Paakkunainem brochure of 1995 was already instructed with LCA 
findings and profuse with insights on the domino effects of our clothing choices and the weight 
of the cleaning actions. It is, unfortunately, rarely cited and impossible to find. 
 
At the turn of this century, two pioneering French documents, written by journalists and 
researchers (Bertolini, Goldminc), brought forward the topics that are still the mainframe of such 
literature: a focus on natural fibres and end of life for the earliest and human health concerns and 
sourcing for the second. Those booklets have also served as models for the Équiterre brochure, 
but here with an additional emphasis put on fair trade. 
 
The Future Fashion White Papers by earth pledge is interesting as a collective of 40 of the key 
names in Eco Chic participated. All the natural fibres have their say along leather and bits of 
promotion for the diverse approaches put forward by their "sustainable" businesses. Despite (or 
because of) the large coverage, the feeling of the reader is one of dismantled preoccupations 
regarding eco-quality in apparel. 
 
Maybe because of the public outcry at revelations of third world sweat shops and the stimulating 
engagement of several well known sports equipment companies like Patagonia and Nike, four 
sophisticated books (Black, Fletcher, Hethorn & Ulasewicz, Oakes) written by professors at 
fashion schools in UK and USA came out at the same time. Those recent texts address the so-
called “fashion paradox” that opposes the consumerism quantities, fuelled by low prices and 
rapid semantic cycles, to the economy of an eco-conscious paradigm. Here, mostly addressing 
the Eco Chic standard parameters including social and business topics, the environmental 
approach of the LCA method is briefly acknowledged. The Fletcher book seems to be the most 
conscious of the intricacy to be dealt with in quality eco-conscious clothing. The text, in a very 
careful manner, points profusely to chains of consequences, never stating absolute solutions. But 
generally, the bulk of the texts are based, under diverse headings, on examples of strategies 
aimed at reducing one or the other threshold identified as dangerous for the environment. None 
yet, in the Eco Chic literature, has suggested that, in line with LCA findings, a polyester T-shirt 
might be of consideration... 
 
Some of the authors, like Sandy Black, denounce the “labelling jungle” as does l’Institut 
Français de la Mode: “la confusion du discours autour du bio et de l’éthique, brouillés par des 
notions floues (…) des labels largement inconnus.» Lisbeth Dahllöf, mentioned earlier, cites 
similar conclusions from a Palm & Windhall study: “Customers did not want to think too much 
about environmental questions, and they preferred a flower on the label, since buying clothes has 
to be pleasant, otherwise they would not buy the article of clothing”. 
 
Going back to France, the annual Ethical Fashion Show, started in 2004 in Paris and now 
programmed in Milan, Barcelona and New York for 2010, has an interesting Questionnaire 
Éthique Créateurs submitted to prospective participants. Apart from standard business statistics, 
the companies are requested to state what actions were taken on all fronts of sustainability (what 



natural, organic, recycled, synthetic or new textile fibres would be contained in their thread, 
fabric, dye, leather, buttons, soles, laces and bags to be exhibited; to specify the names of the 
countries of production including actions taken for water and energy usage reduction, avoidance 
of toxic substances, waste sorting and carbon emissions assessment; to provide copies of label 
certification or audits; and a proof of respect of ILO rights). All these requests being legitimate, 
how can a young business find time and resources to comply? With the difficulty of sourcing 
rare fabrics, controlling far away industries and being continuously in sync with style, the Eco 
Chic designer is faced with a parcelled vision that cannot support eco-productive choices. 
 
Both textile LCAs and a study of the Eco Chic’s literature bring destabilising information and 
confusion to decision makers. For the fashion designer, the large impact categories as climate 
change, to which eco-indicators are translated, blind the cause and dilute the comprehension 
necessary to choose among strategies.  
 
Also, for the Eco Chic designer, the interweaving of the social issues with the economic and 
environmental demands complicates the decision process, especially when one is confronted to 
almost a hundred labels and certifications. No rational or proportional priority pattern can be 
discerned through the available information, except, by default, about the unanimity around the 
comprehension of a NATURAL worthiness, which danger is properly underlined by Sara 
Kadolph: “Many assumptions made by consumers are far too simplistic. For example, assuming 
that all natural fibres are better for the environment as compared with any synthetic fibre ignores 
many environmental issues related to land use, current farming or harvesting practices, fibre-
processing needs, use and care of the product by consumers, and disposal or recycling of the 
product once the consumer is finished with it.” 
 
The range of stakeholders involved in fashion seems to speak in “many tongues” as in a Babel 
tower. Could this conundrum be enlightened by another disciplinary approach? What does 
natural really mean? What is the philosophical position of MAN with NATURE? Are we living 
with one or multiple visions? What is man doing to its environment and why? What are the 
principles underlying different visions and what values are put forward to ensure congruence? 
Since this is an exploratory foray into multiple channels to find connecting threads (no pun) 
around the idea on nature and its connotation in fashion environmental choices, general 
overviews of history of environmental ethics are a starting point (Cronon, Jamieson). Des 
Jardins, in particular, traces a useful path describing several philosophical points of view as 
informed by the progressive scientific comprehension of the environment (notably ecology) and 
the human presence in it. 
 
Rousseau (1712-1778), Emerson (1803-1882) and Thoreau (1817-1862) have left us an Eden 
like concept of nature where modern man can restore and take refuge. Wilderness, after a phase 
of connotation with frightfulness, has become the wishful self-image and shrine of humanity, an 
authentic and virtuous reference where auto-sufficiency, simplicity and, mostly, independence 
towards culture and technology are the truth. We should note that this North American idealised 
vision, remnant of the colonisation of the West, is always benevolent and provides abundant 
food, shelter, gentle animals and temperate climates. A pre-Darwinian point of view, it also 
situates humans as separated and as different from its original terrain: the human mind being 
transcendent to all other living and non-living forms. Moreover, this so-called “romantic” model 



sees nature as static and immovable, contrary to the actual conscience of the mandatory natural 
movements to ensure adapted living forms.  
 
As a result of this view, the simple extension of traditional ethics has been tagged as being 
unacceptably anthropocentric, individualistic and hierarchical because it excludes too many non 
human life forms. Therefore, the following environmental philosophies were systematically built 
on discussions of VALUES: would they be instrumental, intrinsic or inherent. The conservation 
of forests for commercial issues for example, as understood in the middle 19th century, is typical 
of INSTRUMENTAL values, and is bound to instruct short term ethics because usage of natural 
resources change with time. INTRINSIC values of forests on the other hand will be rather 
symbolic, aesthetical or cultural (the Sequoia National Park). Again, instrumental / intrinsic 
values are perceived by human beings. Can the environment be worthy independently, without a 
human evaluation? Can forests per se, have an INHERENT value? In fact, at some point, only 
the humans themselves are considered with having inherent value; as pointed out by almost all 
religious systems that refer to a “god related origin” or resemblance. 
 
As this general veneration of life forms and of the goodness of life has been failed by the 
industrial society, the need to change our philosophical standpoint has lead to several “bio-
centric” approaches. These extend the notion of INHERENCE to all biological forms and 
recognize that all living creatures have a right to their own well being and a right for: growth, 
development, subsistence and reproduction that should be considered as such by humans 
(Schweitzer). Without being superior, humans are part of the interdependent community, where 
all species pursue their own good. Taken to the letter, this perspective can make tending lawns or 
even walking a stressful activity. To resolve conflicts of interests, different ethical tactics 
(Taylor) such as non-malevolence, non-interference, fidelity and compensatory justice were 
suggested in concordance with concerns for legitimate defence, proportionality, less harm, 
distributive and restitution justice.  
 
"Eco-centric" ethics for their part (Leopold, Botkin, Marietta), came to the rescue with an 
enlarged vision in suggesting that the moral qualification of living forms can also be conferred to 
non living natural objects: mainly the systems, the intra and inter system relations and the 
ecological processes. Aiming for a gradual holistic ethic, the eco-centric approaches had to deal 
again with the question of wilderness. As genuine wilderness has practically disappeared from 
earth and as we already enjoy a man-made version, the question becomes: Should man manage, 
protect, preserve or restore? 
 
This, also called "land ethic" movement, will give place to the intuition that a narrower link 
exists between man and nature and will lead to a moral status extended to the earth as an 
organism inciting humans to act as biotic actors rather than conquistadors. In this perspective, 
only an idiot would dare to mingle with a million years build-up of earth auto regulation. The 
critics argue, in what is called the “naturalist sophism”, that “what is” is not necessarily “what 
should”; that description is not prescription. May we refer here, maybe, to a countryside place 
left without tending for fifty years, where vegetation would ultimately destroy the house itself? 
We can see that to value the integrity and stability of such a big organic compound cannot be 
instrumental nor ethical towards earth itself since neither ecology nor philosophy can see the 
télos of earth. Des Jardins goes on saying that the ethical holism will be possible only when 



humans will love, respect and admire their host planet and convey inherent values to it. As 
humans fulfil a biological role, they are not limited to it says Marietta. The moral situations are 
very complex and few, if any, preponderant regulations are evident; to the point that a moral 
pluralism is even to be considered (poor farmer fills wet space for cultivation).  
 
The "deep ecology" movement (Naess, Devall, Sessions), to which the radical group Earth First! 
is related, distances itself from what they call, “superficial Ecology” as limited to fighting 
pollution and resources depletion without looking into social causes. To define a new paradigm 
of our world vision, the movement includes spiritual, philosophical and ecological approaches, 
through Buddhism, poetry and political activism. Their large platform is based on eight 
principles that explicit their position. Considering that humans are defined by their relations, 
without whom humans would become other types of beings, the movement constitutes a radical 
deviation from occidental philosophy mainstream. It states that individual organisms come and 
go, and are only the loci where relations take place as a transitory dissipative structure. Here, 
self-realisation and bio-centric equality will be managed by balancing vital needs, individual 
interests and accessory desires in a model accused of "ecotopia" ambition (a Pandora lifestyle in 
the film Avatar?).  
 
More recently, "social ecology" (Bookchin) and "eco-feminisms" have focussed on the history of 
domination of man by man, on the hierarchical degree of human societies and on social control 
both as metaphors and explanations of the causes of environmental havoc. They come up with 
concepts of appropriated technologies and sustainable agriculture as means of political 
movements toward renewal of localised democratic structures and responsible decisions The 
authors state that natural evolution has not only given humans the capacity but also the 
obligation to intervene with intentionality “Humanity, as part of the natural evolution and the 
only one capable of rational and complex thought, has the responsibility of acting as the steward 
of the natural evolution.” 
 
Allied to the solicitude ethic approach emanating from some eco-feminist thought, the 
stewardship questions dualisms. It favours a pluralism of actions, away from a unique correct 
environmental theory and steers us to non-instrumental values of nature. 
 
The circle is complete, but it is a spiral. Man is reintegrated to nature as a component, but is also 
the only one species to act consciously and is doomed to think and choose. As if nature has given 
itself a mean for ever-complex regulation (and deregulation) through our species... The “all 
natural (biological) option” forgets and negates the inventiveness of tools by man and his 
curiosity to test them.  It might be the right time to acknowledge technology (the techno-sphere) 
as a legitimate expression of the “natural” or ecosphere. Hence obliterating the culpability of its 
development to replace it with informed use. Here the questions of scale are primordial and they 
are brought by science: LCA studies, demography and ecology.  
 
Considering that NATURAL, in Eco Chic, means vegetable fibres with intense production and 
washing impacts and agricultural competition in land service attributions; considering that 
synthetic food, as yet, does not exist; considering that our actual population grows and is spiked 
by two very large emerging "modern consumer" societies; considering that LCA studies indicate 
advantages of using synthetic materials and accepting that MAN, both natural and technological, 



will participate consciously to the earth system; a combination of appropriate technologies would 
seem to bring us to value some synthetic textile materials over the now almost "luxurious" plant 
fibres. 
 
For the eco-designer then, a model of scaled portals linked into a large span and integrated 
framework, informed by LCA studies for the environmental issues, would help to situate efforts 
and suggest an ongoing program. In terms of communication and education, the near future CO2 
footprint tagging in the European countries seems to go into a direction of perceptible 
accountability. The labels should become incremental information tools, upgraded as science 
progress. It would respect an attitude of pluralism of choice, would they be scientific, social or 
hedonic. 
 
If we are attentive to environmental discussions, many of these models of MAN and NATURE 
seem to be shared simultaneously around us; would it be an idyllic nature, the bio-centric, eco-
centric, deep ecology or social ecology points of view. A reconnaissance capacity of the actual 
position of different stakeholders might help to align the communication and ultimately the 
values and the priority choices to be made.  
 
 
 
Denyse Roy 
Associate Professor 
École de Design industriel 
Université de Montréal 
Denyse.roy@umontreal.ca 
 

NB The ÉDIN school is not a fashion school and the author is an industrial designer 
specialised in textile materials / technical clothing. LCA informs her teaching and research and 
Eco Chic is perceived here as a technical challenge.  
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